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The Exciting Thriller is on Kindle Store

IRVINE, CA, USA, July 6, 2014
/EINPresswire.com/ -- NetBakters is a
book about a new game called
NetBakter. The story takes place in
America any day now. There are two
main parallel stories. One thread is the
NetBakter world championship; the other
is a political crime story. The book
explores how these two stories are
entwined as the events unfold over a
period of six hours.
NetBakter is a popular sport and a
national obsession. The main part of the
game is the net, which is stretched over
the field. It is a special net, full of forks
and branches, gathered in bunches—in
knots—which, according to the
fundamental rules of the game, one must
overcome to reach the goal. When our
story opens, the greatest NetBakter
world championship is taking place. In
the political field, the main parties
prepare to announce their candidates.
The presidency of the United States is at
stake. 

LT, the author of NetBakters said "I was
deeply impressed when I show the first
series of 24. The story griped me, it was
fast and exciting. I decided, I wrote a
story, which is as fast as 24. I do think, I
did it. Test the excerpts on the site of
NetBakters. Watch here the video trailer,
too."  

The NetBakters have to reach the

finishing point by avoiding the traps devised by their opponents, and only the fastest may win. Recent
technological developments have changed the game. The net is a multi-stage complex of rope, metal,
and synthetics, and the knots have become complex computer-controlled mechanisms. Furthermore,
the players (the NetBakters) enjoy celebrity status. CT is the favorite to win. In the political field, Born,
the leader of the opposition party, learns that an influential business man, Albin Affeer, plans to
destroy Governor Gerdot. Gerdot is the party's most likely nominee. Born assumes Affeer's attack is
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dangerous for the entire party, and since
he cannot stop Affeer, he decides to
undermine the plot. His tactics are
simple. If Gerdot survives, then Born will
push for Gerdot's nomination. However, if
Gerdot loses, Born will have to make
disappear as if he had never run.
Consequently, he conspires with his most
reliable allies. At the last minute, they put
forward a surprise candidate: CT, the
popular and well-known NetBakter. CT
has no knowledge of his nomination,
since he is playing in the world
championship at the time.

The author added "This book is really a film. The reader feels that he is in the story, that he is part of
the events. Or is this more than just a film? In reality, NetBakter is an old game, and we do not need a
net to play it. Only professional players use the net; we ordinary people make do with others. Yes, we
all know the ropes."

Well, that’s just how
NetBakter is.

LT

The author of NetBakters is LT. He (or she) does not want to
throw off the mask as long as possible. This small secret does
not touch the book. NetBakters is open, available on Kindle. It
is one of the best books for holiday.
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